MOHAMMED   AND   CHARLEMAGNE
as Marseilles and Aries. This time the men of die North actually
took possession of the country. But their invasion provoked a
reaction, at the head of which a certain "duke" Maurontus made
his appearance. The sources do not enable us to understand exactly
what happened, but it seems that Maurontus was acting in concert
with the Saracens. In 737 the latter seized Avignon. After besieging
the city, Charles captured it, and descending the Rhone, proceeded
to attack Narbonne, which the Arabs surrendered. Charles then
turned back, burning Nimes, Agde, and Beziers on the way.1
He evidently wished to terrorise this southern population, for
it is absurd to suppose that he can have destroyed these cities in
order to prevent another Arab invasion. But while he was once
more fighting in Saxony the Musulmans again advanced into
Provence, and captured Aries. Charles appealed to the Lombards
for assistance. Luitprand, whose frontiers they were threatening,
crossed the Alps and drove them back. All this time Maurontus
was still holding out. In 739, Charles, with his brother Childebrand,
marched against him and reconquered the country down to the sea,
After these achievements, Charles died on October 2ist, 741.
Since the death of Thierry IV in 727 he had governed without a
king. Before dying he divided the State—or perhaps one should
rather say the government of the State—between his two sons:
Carloman, the elder, to whom he gave Austrasia, and Pippin.
Bavaria and Acjuitaine were not included in this partition; they
remained autonomou sduchies. Although it was made consilio
optimatum suorum, this arrangement immediately gave rise to
difficulties: Grifon, a bastard son of Charles, rebelled; his brothers
imprisoned him at Chevremont. Then there was a rising in Bur-
gundy; the Alamans and the Aquitainians took up arms, while
the Saxons resumed the conflict. The two brothers sbegan by
1 richter, op. dt., p. 197. There had already been a rebellion in Provence
against Pippin of Herstal, led by toe patrician Antenor. prou, Catal fas
monnaies mdrovingiennes, p. ex. It is impossible to suppose that there was no
national hostility at work in all this. The Formulae Arvernenses attribute the
^ disappearance of charters, which had to be restored, to the hostilitas Francorum.
brunner, Deutsche Rechtsgeschichte, vol. 1,2nd ed., p. 581, n. 31.
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